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Contemporary scholars
should be

primarily

concerned not with
whether

a

European

intelligence
will
develop, but
policy
how it will develop and
common

in what form.

the founder

1974,

he has continued to

serve as a source

of information
of Cen

and perspective to Directors
tral

many others on the past, present,
and future of intelligence. He was
named
ers

one

of the

(EU),

to

the

sinki, Finland, European leaders
increasingly highlighted the need
for Europe to develop intelligence
collection and analysis capabilities
of the United States

autonomous
a

necessary component of
common

a

defense and

security

policy. Contemporary scholars
should be primarily concerned
with whether

a

European

as

Euro

not

common

intelligence policy will develop,
develop and in

but how it will

what form.

Despite the existence of motivating
cooperation,

factors for increased

and

Intelligence, scholars,

Union

December 1999 EU summit in Hel

pean

of the His

Pforzheimer,
torical Intelligence Collection at the
CIA Library, the Intelligence Com
munitys greatest resource of
literature on intelligence. Since he
retired in

European

CIA5O Trailblaz

obstacles such

as concerns over

sovereignty, the fear of damaging

privileged

NATO

institutional

in1997.

relationships,

and

limitations, probably

will prevent the creation of

a

supra

national
*

*

European intelligence
authority. While Eufopean intelli
gence cooperation will improve in
important ways, it is likely to

*
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remain decentralized and

future

Looking back,

scholars and officials

regard

the 1990s

turning point
of

as

reactive, and is unlikely
any serious competition

European

likely

are

to

to

pose
NATO in

near term.

the critical

in the formation and

European common
intelligence policy (CIP). Just as the
structure

the

primarily

to

a
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security cooperation

momentum in

currency, the
1990s laid the foundation for the

increased

creation of

Treaty of Maastricht negotiated by

gence

common

a

policy

European intelli
as

structure. From

well

as

probable
Treaty of

its

the 1991

Maastricht, which established the

accelerated

during

the 1990s. The

the EU in 1991

helped set the
agenda, establishing as EU, objec
tives the implementation of a
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foreign and security
policy (CFSP) as well as the even
tual framing of a common defense
policy. There were no means estab
lished to implement a CFSP,
common

however,

did the treaty make

nor

The

Treaty of Amsterdam, how

ever,

negotiated by

sis of

EU member

states in

1997, made several

changes

to

the CFSP

evant

enhance its

to

CFSP to

the British.

underlying
revolutionary for
Previously, the British

had

that the

The Gulf War

impetus

to a common

European

intelligence policy than Maastricht.
Dependence on the United States
for intelligence during the Gulf War
convinced France that it needed

improved
capabilities, especially

autonomous

collection

with

played

leading

a

role in encourag

ing the development of
autonomous

the Council in

assist

matters com

scope of the

in

CFSP,

on

behalf of the Council

at

the

Presidencys request, through
conducting political dialogue with
(Art. 26).

third countries

European intelligence

capabilities.

The so-called

tasks (i.e.

mission,

rescue

peacekeeping, and crisis manage
ment, including peace
enforcement) are explicitly men
tioned in the treaty as aspects of
the EUs security policy. Finally, the
Amsterdam

European experiences in Bosnia
again highlighted Western Europes
excessive

dependence

on

the

United States. US communications,

intelligence, and surveillance
capabilities were key factors in
success

peace

the

of the 30,000-man Bosnia

implementation

force

intelligence

with

European allies, occasionally it
refused to do so.3 Some European
governments were frustrated by
its

their
dent

inability

provide indepen
assessments of developments
to

in the Balkans based

their

structures, into the EU. While the
treaty made several positive contri

no

to

the CFSP, there

was

still

mention of the need for

enhanced

(IFOR).2 While the United States
shared much of its

Treaty suggested the
potential incorporation of the West
ern European Union (WEU), with
its existing military and intelligence

butions

own

intelligence cooperation,
a puzzling fact considering the
important role intelligence could
play in assisting the CFSP.
profound changes

occurred in

1998 and 1999. The first

that in

was

December 1998, British and French
leaders

meeting

highlighting
lack
of
an
independent
Europes
intelligence collection capability to

agreed

that the EU should have

Nevertheless, sig
high-level political support
for developing a European CIP had

forces and] the

intelligence,4

support

a

CFSP.

nificant

not
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on

further

yet materialized.

avoid

Tony Blair, however, was now sug
gesting that current attitudes
towards the CFSP were marked by
weakness

and confusion

in St.

Malo,

France

unacceptable.

around

set

the stage for

changes
policy.

in

Second,

EU leaders

use

means to

decide

Furthermore, the

to

St.

Malo declaration stated that the EU
must

be

given

a

capacity for analy

meeting

in

Cologne, Germany in June 1999, at
the height of the NATO bombing
campaign in Kosovo, agreed to
several

important declarations
affecting the EUs CFSP and the

development of autonomous intelli
gence capabilities. The Cologne
declaration repeated the St. Malo
statement

respond
out

but added that

to

be

to

military
ready to

international crises with

prejudice

to

actions

by

NATO.

The document declared that achiev

ing

these

effort,

capacity for autonomous
action, backed up by credible

important

European security

goals required

maintenance of

the

them.

and

During the
Portschach, Austria in
October 1998, Blair proposed as
possible remedies dissolving the
WEU into the EU and establishing
modern and flexible European
forces.7 This British policy turn
were

forces needed
More

European

keep Out of defense,
duplicating NATO

EU summit in

Petersberg

humanitarian and

argued

Union should
to

sions, and, when appropriate, and

acting

detail,

were

functions.6 British Prime Minister

regard

to space based assets. 1 Following
the Gulf War experience, France

the

principles

office of

particular through contributing to
the formulation, preparation and
implementation of policy deci

an

St. Malo declara

tion lacked

High

new

ing within the
of

added). While the

ated the

cre

CFSP framework.

more

a

Treaty

Representative for the

proved

sources

and

effectiveness. First, the

specific mention of increasing
intelligence cooperation within the
any

of
capability for rel
strategic planning (emphasis

situations,

intelligence,

a

the

sustained defense

the

implementation of the
necessary adaptations and notably
the reinforcement of our capabili
ties in the field of intelligence,
strategic transport, and] command
and control

(emphasis added).
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European decisionmakers

establish

Staff.9 While details of the

were

support to be
the multinational force

a

baseline from which

to

and

yet available, this level of support is

that

require significantly
increased intelligence cooperation.
Furthermore, as agreed to in

Bilateral and Multilateral

embarrassing detail Europes
dependence on the US military,
especially in intelligence and com
mand and control.8 To equip the
EU with a capacity for analysis of

situations,

of

sources

a capacity for relevant
gic planning, the Cologne

leaders

tee to

an

Military

EU

into the EU.

between the United States and the

and other

resources

lite Center and

an

such

Commit

as a

to

Satel

Institute for

Studies. Thus EU leaders

Security

and

Cologne

political

panying

consensus

momentum

for

intelligence cooperation
increased
to

be

at

significantly

their

and

accom

meaningful
have

and appear

highest point

since

to turn

European organizations

ciently

foreign, security, and
policy, there is an urgent

requirement

Third, European Union leaders
meeting in Helsinki, Finland, in
December 1999, and

at a

for

a common

Euro

intelligence policy. 10
However, actually developing a CIP
will require more than lofty mis
pean

follow-up

been limited

to

this rela

The United States has

established

defense

words into action.

not

tionship.

with other

common

intelligence cooperation,

has

Balkan crises have been suffi

additional

increased

Kingdom is perhaps the
significant example of bilat
eral intelligence sharing. Allied
intelligence cooperation, however,
most

Maastricht. The Persian Gulf and

but also understood the need for

only

embraced the need for

The

traumatic to convey the
message that if Europe is serious
about achieving the objective of a

not

Strategic intelligence cooperation
United

a

Situation Center,

a

overcome.

summit

make recommendations

that committee,

be

must

to

strate

permanent Political and Security

Committee,

are not

Inteffigence CoopŁratioæ

the need for

highlighted

likely

provided

Helsinki, the WEU and
its existing intelligence structures
are to be eventually incorporated

intelligence,

and

intelligence

one

could emerge, and cooperation has
identified many of the problems

probably goaded by the war in
Kosovo, which highlighted in vivid

intelligence exchanges

allies,11 and even cre
ated West Germanys post-war
intelligence organization. But while
the United States has been

inte

an

gral part of intra-NATO intelligence
exchanges, exclusively European
cooperation has
gence

been far less

Beyond
sharing:

extensive.

US-UK intelli

meeting in Sintra, Portugal in Febru
ary 2000, agreed to major changes
in European security and defense

sion statements.

policy, many of which were ini
tially suggested in Cologne. These
new plans call for a 15 brigade mul
tinational army corps of 50-60,000
troops supported by airpower and
warships. This mobile, professional
force is due to be combat ready by

Intelligence Cooperation and
Institutional Developments

with other Western countries and

in the 1990s

patchwork of bilateral and multi
lateral arrangements of all kinds
and all degrees of intimacy. The
patchwork is unusual in its

although EU lead
completion by June

December 2003,
will aim for

ers

as well recognized is
of other less complete
exchanges that have developed

What is not

the scale

Although high-level support for
increased intelligence cooperation
in

Europe did

late 1990s,

actual

not

emerge until the
of

significant amount
intelligence cooperation
a

nonetheless occurred. There have

also be established

been bilateral and multilateral intel

defense

ligence exchanges, developments

rity

to support EU
Political and Secu

composed of
with an advisory

in the

Committee

ambassadors
to

a

the EU Council of Ministers,

Military
ers, and

role
a

Committee of senior offic
a

Multinational

Planning

WEU, the HØlios satellite

falling

far short of

secrecy, but otherwise is not
unlike the intergovernmental

oped

in other

specialized

a

CIP, this cooperation has helped

areas.

12

Moreover, where there has been

significant cooperation

project, and intelligence sharing
during military exercises and opera
tions. While

a

arrangements that have devel

2003. Three additional bodies will

policy:

between them. The result is

European countries,

involved have tended
secret.

gence

between

the
to

parties

keep

it

European regional intelli
cooperationon terrorism
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and

organized

crime has been doc

The WEU

Inteffigence

Section

Center

umented and exists within such
decentralized

organizations

as

the

Bern and Trevi groups. 13 While for
eign military and political

intelligence cooperation
national level
of these

most

take

place

on

on

the

undoubtedly exists,
exchanges probably
a quid pro quo basis

rather than in

organized and
entrenched organizations. The 1996
WEU Assembly Report, A Euro
pean Intelligence Policy,

blys
example of institution
intelligence cooperation at

An excellent

alized
the

European level

is the WEU

Section. This

Intelligence

tion is part of the WEU

Cell and resides
ters

at

level. Created in

1995,

it has

ligence

a

Planning
headquar
September

the

classified

from WEU member

in April 1993 and
subsidiary body,
or permanent facility, in May 1995.
It was declared operational in 1997.
a

WEU

10, 1999, the WEU
Aerospace Com

and

Technological
a

timetable

to

well

as

Torrejon Satellite Center into
European Union defense unit in
accordance with the EU
declaration.

ing bilateral cooperation between
different WEU member

ten

a

as a

motive to

CIP the fact that exist

states in

intelligence questions is not a satis
factory basis for a common
European intelligence policy.14

associate members.

While the WEU

Intelligence

taken

European

Union has

role in

developing
encouraging intelligence

and

a

leading

cooperation

among

European

present form it is an
modest body.16 First, the
Permanent Council must formally
task the Section before work may
begin. Second, the Section receives

intelligence only

from those

Satellite Center have institutional

larly supply
Finally, with a staff of only six, the
depth and quality of analysis are

to a certain extent

European
intelligence cooperation. These
structures are likely to be incorpo
rated
EU

along

over

the

half of the

limited. The Sections

simply filing

few years. WEU
cooperation has

receives.

intelligence
focused primarily on imagery intel
ligence (IMINT), however, with a
notable lack of emphasis on sig
nals intelligence (SIGINT), human
intelligence (HUMINT), and tactical
intelligence cooperation. Although

provided a basis for
intelligence cooperation,

practice, only

Member States regu
useful intelligence. 17

ten

with the WEU into the
next

18

It is

intelligence
likely that the

pean Union will

acquire

Section in

Intelligence

main task is

the

data it

these institutions will not
basis for

Euro

satisfactory
intelligence policy.
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imple

potential

model for future cooper

to

be

Support for Petersberg missions;
Maritime surveillance and envi

ronmental monitoring. 20

Although termed a Satellite Cen
ter, the facility neither owns nor
operates any satellites. Instead, the
Satellite Center purchases
WEUs
commercial

imagery and analyzes

ual WEU governments who request
it. By 1998, approximately 40 per

ation, however, these limitations
will have

liferation control;

form

some

when the WEU is absorbed. To be
a

Assistance in armaments and pro

it for the WEU council and individ

cent

of the Centers

from Frances

lites,

overcome.

imagery

satellite,

came

from Indias

17 percent from

HØlios 1 (owned and
The WEU Satellite Center

came

SPOT 1 and 2 satel

20 percent

IRS-iC

operated by

France, Spain, and Italy), and 15
percent from Russian imagery satel

serve as a

a common

the

the WEU

the WEU has
future

verifying

mentation of treaties;

states

that will share it. In

ized

Assistance in

in its

Specifically, the WEU
Intelligence Section and the WEU
countries.

are:

Sec

an

extremely
The Western

Cologne

The Satellite Centers

General security surveillance of
areas of interest to the WEU;

15

impact on
European intelligence cooperation,

European Union

missions

19

a

full member states, and three

tion has had

The Western

transform

the

the Satellite Center (described

establish

the

inaugurated

became

below), then provides a finished
product to the WEU Council, the

identifies

specifically

on

space-based

observation. The Satellite Center

mittee set

intelligence

states as

value of

On November

staff of six. The Intel

Section receives and

synthesizes

recommendations

strategic
was

organiza

the WEU Assem

following

In

May 1991, WEU

to

establish the

Ministers

Torrejon

agreed

Satellite

lites. The Satellite Center also

orders imagery from ERS-1 and 2
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Landsat

(European Space Agency),
4 and 5

and Radarsat (Can

(USA),

ada). The Satellite Center has
budget of $11 million, which

a

21

improved

its

speed

increased

prompted
facility to aid in political
decisionmaking and military plan
ning. For example, during the
of the

and skills. Pro

60km by 60km SPOT

cessing
image that used

Crises in the Balkans and Africa in

use

cess

The Satellite Center has also

a

the mid-1990s

pean

skills of the

photo-interpretation
Centers analysts.

is

approximately 37% of the WEU
budget, and has a staff of 68
persons.

intelligence cooperation. The
project represents a leap forward in
the European ability to collect, pro

imagery will also strengthen the

to

two.

Further

more, the Center is developing
plans for a secure digital link to the

WEU

Headquarters

in Brussels and

the 13 member nations, which will

program and hold 14 and 7 per
cent shares, respectively. The first

allow

HØlios

mitted in

launched in

situation, plan
of

airdrop
a

food,

and

for

a

possible

help

simulate

humanitarian assistance
22

ment.

political

Nevertheless,

limitations restricted the

Satellite Centers

ability

to

perform
only

its missions. The Center could

information

provide
recognized
cil,

as

such

on

by

crisis

areas

the Coun

permanent

or

requirements

standing imagery
to monitor and detect

crisis indicators. On

Center

sion,
now

surveillance mis

general

a

May 13, 1997,

WEU ministers gave the

however,

and the Satellite Center is

able

develop

a

reference.

to

order

images

improvements, the
Despite
Satellite Centers overall utility in

to

database for future

CIP is limited. Its satellite intelli

gence is useful mainly for
background information on such
areas as

the 1997

Satellite Centers
increased.

By

changes,
utility has

the

October 1998, the

ellites,

it cannot

will receive

guarantee that it

on

crises in

Europe

and

Africa alone. The WEU Council has

making greater use of the
facilitynot necessarily for tactical
military situations, but for long-term
strategic missions. 24 Analyzing more

operate until 2002.

requested
eign suppliers. The
access and analyze

time

the

for

or

required

imagery

slow for tactical demands

to

is

or a

fast-moving crisis.28 It still takes
week to produce a detailed
a

a

small contribu

European intelligence
cooperation, it has little to add

tion to

its current form.

launched in Decem

was

ber 1999.

launch,

HØlios 1 has

significant contribu
European intelligence
cooperation. Originally, each con
tributing country would receive
some

tions to

in direct

proportion

to its

investment. In its

early days,

each

country ordered imagery specially
encrypted to exclude the other two.

During 1999, however,

imagery when

from commercial

too

own sat

of HØlios

images

were

all three countries,

expected
HØlios

a

17 percent
produced for

figure

to increase in

imagery

the future.31

has also been used

intelligence and military
planning. In 1992, the HØlios part
ner countries and the WEU signed
in WEU

Memorandum of Agreement
provide HØlios images.
a

to

in

30

HØlios 1A

was

also used

success

the conflict in Kosovo

WEU council had ordered 68 sepa
rate dossiers from the Satellite
Center

to

HØlios lB

imagery

infrastructure.27 Since the

Center has made

Following

a

report. 29 Thus, while the Satellite

23

expected

made

these

Center does not control its

and thus could not create

satellite, HØlios 1A was
July 199:5 and is

Since its 1995

deploy

until 1997,

sat

GØnØral pour lArmernent (DGA).
Italy and Spain helped fund the

images of the
Mugunga camp were used to eval
uate refugee movements, study the
water

intelligence files to be trans
digital form. 25 Finally, the
availability of one-meter resolution
imagery from the US will
strengthen the Centers
performance. 26

high-

was

Central African Great Lakes crisis,
Satellite Center

own

developed by Matra
Marconi Space for the French
armaments agency, Delegation
ellites,

take 13 hours

be done in

can now

and disseminate its

resolution imagery intelligence.
HØlios 1, which coniprises two

fully during
to help prepare missions,
European Satellite Procurement:
Hellos 1 & 2 and Horus

also been

Like the WEU Satellite Center, the

French-led HØlios program is one
of the tangible successes in Euro-

obtain

after air
damage
and
three-dimen
strikes,
provide
sional modeling for follow up

battle

assessments

32

General Jean-Pierre

Kelche, chairman of Frances Joint
Chiefs of Staff, said that HØlios pro-
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vided

high-quality pictures showing
damage with great precision, and
also helped evaluate the nunibers
of refugees.33 Efforts to reduce pro
time and streamline

cessing

distribution, along with the use of a
HØlios transportable reception sta
tion, have also increased HØlios

utility

in tactical

intelligence
planning. 3I

mission

imagery available

all HØlios part

to

ners

and

only

may
nal

not

receive the

to its

interpretation;
original sig

from the satellite.

directly

determined.

The WEU report A

3~

European Intelligence Policy,

and

labeled the

right

associated with using
HØlios imagery do not bode well

regulations

for future cooperation. France, Italy
and Spain have each applied their
own

procedures

to

protect the

images, forcing liaison officers
use seven

to

work

different codes in order
The codes iden

together.

tify which partner
permitted to view

states

the

imagery.
Some images can be viewed only
by the country ordering them, oth
ers are

read

coded

so two

them, while

distributed

to

partners

some

all three

Should Europe

ever

images

can
are

partners.35

decide

national

practical problems
to

security and priority

sover

operation of
secu

rity procedures, prompted by
national sovereignty concerns,
to

Europe-wide

enlist

to

in the HØlios 2

and Horus satellite projects has also
dealt a major blow to developing a
CIP. HØlios 2 is the

French-led

project follow-on

HØlios 1, and is

supposed

include infrared

as

well

composed

of

radar-imaging

a

to

ing

two-satellite

1995, French efforts

to

with Germany have been to
avail. Germany considered join
France after the German
court

outside

NATO. The German government

work

work

Frances

request

for

10 percent of the

only

build the satel

promised

Bonn

more

the Horns satellite. Also

on

critical

was

Lockheed Martins

turn

key system offercomprising
photo reconnaissance satellite
1-meter

resolution,

launch

a

with

ser

ground stationfor only
$500 million. Officially, Germany
unable

was

to

earmark the

joining

cooperation
ended, this program was consid
ered an important step toward a
European satellite system. 42 Follow
ing Germanys

DØlØgation

enter

the

French program for several years.
Following the Franco-German sum

Nuremberg

funding.

41

Until Franco-German

in December

German Chancellor Helmut

decision,
insist

the program,

existing

the French

GØnØral pour lArme

(DGA) may

cuts to

1996,

Germany and

2 program, in

contracts to

lite. Paris

ment

tained the idea of

86

authorized

peacekeeping deployments

mit in

on

constraints.

coop

support these forces,39 and

access to

between

that Germany pay 15 percent of the

said it

question.

has

budget

program.

tions and observation satellites to

only

Controversy

the French-led

join

to

vices and
Horns

realized it needed telecommunica

ellite. The WEU

military
Following this

electro

as

data among the entire EU, and in
the absence of a crisis, is a serious

HØlios partners, moreover, does not
permit the WEU to program the sat

not to

program due

a

erate
no

clear

appeared that Germany
willing to participate 40

necessary
Since

was a

By 1997, however, Germany had

to

optical imaging capabilities.
is

that will enable

observation satellite.

exchange
cooperation

pos

the HØlios 2

to

$2 billion HØlios

constitutional

The MOU between the WEU and

reference

cooperation.

German

to

crisis situations inde

This

France centered

pose

eignty for smoother cooperation. 36
Whether such cooperation can exist
with all imagery or intelligence

-

to assess

pendently.

decided

user con

HØlios 1.38 These excessive

obstacles

the need

on

be

to

respect the many

to

jointly procure and operate its own
intelligence satellite system, partici
pating states will have to exchange
concerns over

many

European

are

them

summit it

The failure of the French
to

agreed

strategic intelligence-

a

was

straints attached to the

myriad

sess

but also drew attention to the

limits its

under cloud cover; it
also lacks radar and infrared capa

Chirac

imagery politically praiseworthy,

solved in order

use

HØlios 1

to use

Kohl and French President Jacques

gathering capability

Thus, image authenticityinclud
ing the date takencannot be

Nevertheless, HØlios ls contribu
tion to a European CIP is limited.
HØlios only images optically, which

bilities. Moreover, the

it

contract

on

future

despite

an

with Matra Mar

coni

Space.43 The participation of

Italy

and

Spain

in the HØlios 2 pro

gram is also in question

Germanys

withdrawal.

following
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European Satellite

Procurement:

Proposals

WEU

information

ability

to

success

In November

the

posed

1998, the

WEU pro

of

development

a

for civilian and defense use, which
probably explains references to a

capability

for the future EU multinational

agreed

corps

to at

the Helsinki
deci

summit.

Despite Germanys

sion

the HØlios 2 & Horns

on

a

and radar

civilian

spacecraft

CIP

European

a

as

well

to

of

development

through

the
Com

European
mand, Control, Communication,
Computers, and Intelligence (C41)
capability. The European militaries
however, have been unable as yet

develop

an

a

capabil

autonomous

instead

US C~I

relying
capabilities

NATO and

on

and

from the Northern Army Group
in Germany in order

Headquarters
form the

UNPROEOR Command

(BH Command) and

in Bosnia

Bosnia.
vided

military operations in
Through information pro

50

NATO and the

by

were

able

to overcome some

operation. However, the

FOR members from
Nations Protec

(UNPROFOR)

intelligence
UN exciusiveoperational

ple of

the system is $1-1.5 billion and it
reportedly could be operational by

from this C41

The UNPROFOR

2003.~~

with

of

This program contrasts sharply with
a satellite program proposed to the
WEU in 1993. This

more

ambitious

requires the
and procurement of

which

proposal,
development

a

range of satellites with capabilities
similar to US systems, would have
cost more

than $10 billion.

proposal shows some
development of a
potential
CIP by keeping the price low due
to budget constraints and using
for the

commercial off-the-shelf technol
ogy

to

address issues related

to

security and national sovereignty.46

UNPRO

were

tasked

protecting aid convoys and the
UN-designated safe areas. As a
UN operation, however, there was
no initial provision for a central
ized intelligence collection,
analysis, and dissemination capabil
ity. At the time, traditional UN
practice avoided the use of intelli
gence or covert methods, preferring
instead to rely on raw information
and the

The 1998

deficienty.

FOR troops in Bosnia

of open channels of
communication.48 Consequently,
raw

use

information, gathered ad hoc

by dedicated units, often had to
substitute for intelligence, at least in
the

early phases when collection
plans were lacking and no capac
ity

existed for

processing the data

Intelligence
Cooperation and C41

To be
must

effective,
be able

accurately

to

a

swiftly

growing

need for tactical

information

intelligence
especially in

existed,

through which
pass. To help

areas

and

convoys had to
address this need,

intelligence

UNPROFOR members used NATO

European

disseminate

a

CIP

experience shows

how much the European militaries
relied

on

gence

NATO and US intelli

capabilities

and

infrastructure. The Combined Joint
Task Force (CJTF) concept, agreed
to at the 1996 NATO Summit in
Berlin, permits a European-led

force

to use

NATO

infrastructure

European

and

intelligence

assets

when conduct

ing military operations. Europe has
a

long way to
capability.

go in

assembling

a

C41

This

point has not been lost on the
Europeans. A 1998 WEU Parliamen
tary document, A command and
Control System for i~EU, builds a
case for creating a WEU C41 capa

bility.
its

Yet

51

The document

own

out

the

basic
effect:

that

asserts

the WEU will be unable

gathered.49
Tactical

receiving this
princi

undermined the

command.

cost

of the

associated

intelligence problems

experience in Bosnia from 19921995, European militaries suffered

and obtainable

off-the-shelf. The estimated

US,

UNPROFOR members

European

exclusion of non-NATO UNPRO

During the United
tion Force

to

coordinate

with this

infrastructure.

used in

intelligence chan
provided the UN
headquarters by liftii~ig infrastruc
nels. NATO

could be achieved

system would

sensors

infrastructure and

ture

ity,

include small satellites fitted with

optical

is crucial to the

the multinational corps agreed
~ This
capability
upon in Helsinki.

to

programs, it remains open to the
idea of future European satellite

cooperation. ~ Such

so

as

spacebased observation mission suitable

satellite reconnaissance

of

forces. The

military

to

do

to

conduct

military operations with
Organizatic~n first having

resource

namely

necessary

to

a

that

its o~wn communica

tion and information system, for
command and control.52 Such a

system would also include

a

C41
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capability, to ensure that the
required resources, including intelli
gence information, are available to
those that need them

the time

at

needed. ~3 To establish this system,
however, the WEU would have to
enhance existing capabilities, such
as the WEU Situation Center and
Satellite Center, and build new
ones, such as communications and

computer systems. Doing

so, how

ever, would

equipment,

therefore be difficult

to

may

justify.

those of security and the
Michael

tion

are

risk

to sources. As

Herman6

Despite

their reliance

on

intelligence and C41 assets, Euro
pean military forces shared
intelligence during the Bosnian
US

IFOR and SFOR

example,

For

experiences.

German SIGINT units that

part of the French-led Multi

were

accurately points

out:

NATO and

national Division (MND) in Bosnia

provided intelligence to the divi
sion-level French headquarters.57

duplicate existing
capabilities.

NATO

US and NATO

foreign exchange or
of cooperation is a new
risk, through intelligence penetra
tion of the foreign agency or its
users, its careless handling or
public leaking of the material, or
its deliberate use of it in trading
with other intelligence contacts.
Every

new

element

Multilateral clubs

and interna

tional networks

At the national

developments

level,

some

There has also been tactical intelli

C41

may contribute

to

gence

cooperation within

European intelligence
cooperation. In particular, the

multinational forces such

French showcased

Germany, Spain, Belgium, and Lux
embourg contribute troops. Each

increased

a

C41

capability

during a multinational exercise
involving France, Spain, Italy and
Portugal called EOLE ~ by fus
ing several command and

EUROCORPS,

ligence

to

the

for

by

the entire

use

with

falling short of NATO and US C41
capabilities, such a system could be
used by a European-led CJTF.

services.58

significant obstacle to an
autonomous C41 capability is that
NATO C41 assets are already avail
most

able,

even to a

European-led

force.

as

the

which France,

multinational unit contributes intel

information systems with intelli
gence assets such as HØlios. While

The

to

of exchanges
increase these risks geometrically.
Security acts as a general counter
weight to expansion and is the
main reason why the many ad
hoc exchanges have a pragmatic
and cautious flavor about them.61

headquarters

European intelligence cooperation

force, along

to date has been hampered by
emphasizing national sovereignty
over sharing intelligence. Where

Corps

strategic intelligence from

members

national

intelligence

cooperation exists, it has been
largely in imagery collection and
analysis using the WEU Satellite

Obstacles to the

Center. IMINT is

a

bility,

Development of
European Inteffigence Policy

European intelligence coop
eration developed during the 1990s,
Some

but

an

a

necessary capa

effective CIP will also

require cooperation in signals intel
ligence (SIGINT), and human
intelligence (HUMINT), and be able
to integrate them in all-source intel

The French claim that the United

but it fell far short of

States may not be willing to pro
vide these assets, or would provide

policy

necessary for an effective
CFSP and autonomous defense

ligence products.

them

capability. An audit completed in
1999 by the WEU on defense capa

Imagery cooperation

bilities stated that there

Center, the HØlios project, and the

only selectively; thus, Europe
develop its own capability.55

should

Other European countries, such as
the Netherlands, appear to be much
more

comfortable with their work

ing relationships with

the US and

or

international

to

crisis situation.

sive

European

expen
C41 capability that

duplicates NATO capabilities, or is
not completely interoperable with

88

is,

as

yet,

satisfactory sharing of strategic
intelligence, either at the national

led

an

common

no

the prospect of future availability of
NATO and US assets to a European-

CJTF.56 Developing

a

level,

that would

military staff
in-depth analysis of a

enable joint European
conduct

59

illustrated

by

most

important obstacles

strengthening intelligence

to

coopera

date,

as

small satellite procurement pro
posal, has been successful primarily
because much of the technology is
commercially based, which limits
the need to share highly classified
information. Security protocols

have fostered
The

to

the WEU Satellite

an

elaborate and

cumbersome classification system
for HØlios imagery. The WEU Satel
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lite Center cannot receive

signals

and may only
interpret the images. Even with

from HØlios

directly

enthusiasm for autonomy
shared. Despite

Frances

universally

is not

the WEU Satellite Center, other
countries have neither

increased European intelligence
cooperation, with the multiplica

European

information,
exchanges
potential risks will tend to increase,
which may produce a reluctance to
continue those exchanges.62

capabilities

of

tion of

Already

there

security

concerns

new

from

Political

are

may prevent the

Security

performing

Javier Solana, the
sentative

indications that

its functions.
EU

high

The second obstacle

to

intelligence

is the fear of

spoiling
privileged relationships.64 Many
cooperation

NATO countries have individual

intelligence-sharing

agreements

with the United States. The

determined
dence

to

reduce their

intelligence
capabilities, are the driving
on

French,

depen

US

behind the drive for European
autonomy. France developed the
HØlios system with Spain and Italy
and has struggled to obtain Ger
man

cooperation

in the HØlios 2

program. The French have also
played an important role by devel

oping

a

C41 system for

European-led CJTF.

use

by

a

has

raised the

even

po1icymakir~ig,

security

possibility

might

it

work within NATO to block the EU

participation in HØlios 1 was lim
ited; their future participation in
HØlios 2 is in doubt. The CJTF con
cept itself, in which a European-led
force would

intelligence
willingness

rely

on

assets,

highlights

of many

rely

NATO and US

on

US

a~sets.~~

from using NATO
six

These

countries, along with other like-

minded EU countries, may attempt
limit increased European secu
rity policy cooperation they deem

to

the

European

intelligence

capabilities.

threatening to existing relation
ships with the US tl~rough NATO.
Institutional obstacles also stand in

The Franco-British declaration

the way of

on

increase~l

intelljgence

the need for increased

cooperation

cooperation. Intelligence organiza

in defense matters

thus

tions

cant,

was

signifi

given the close historical

the US

on

these

matters.

reliable

Many

them

smaller European countries, how
ever, traditionally suspicious of any

as

to

place

way noted the British declaration
St. Malo in 1998 with some sur

and defense

take

prise

at

and hesitation. 65 There may
on how far the British ~re

be limits

willing

to

go. In

February 2000,

British government officials
denounced a suggestion by former
Italian Prime Minister Romano

pean
on a

now

president

of the Euro

Commission, that the
collective defense

mission still

being

EU take

role, this

the domain of

NATO.66

sum
a

alarm

as

own

faith and confi
work.68 These

also tend to view
as a

zero-

cooperative approach

to

security

integration.69

Another institutional obstacle

and WEUs

consists of the EUs

bureaucratic

decisiOnmaking

structures. As one critic

intelligence,

as a

notes,

profession

concerned with the

that is

unknown, the

surprising and the unwelcome,
does

not seem to

to
or

lend itself

easily

the current pace of the
to its

diplomatic

nature,

are

Poland, Hungary, the Czech Repub
lic, Turkey, Iceland, and Norway

displayed

is

game, and may not agree with

CFSP

have also

analysis

international relations

either

The six European states that
NATO but not EU members

more

dence in their

responsibility for
intelligence away from
NATO, were alarmed by the change
in British policy. For example, Nor
to

defense and

no

their own, which leads

organizations

attempt

believe that

generally

other organizations

between the UK and

relationship

Prodi,
force

key

own

and his

EU level.63

of NATO and into the EU. Tur

that if it remains excluded from EU

intelligence
pushed for more
cooperation. Italian and Spanish

countries to

staff, will need
access to intelligence to advise the
Political Security Committee on
security related matters. Neverthe
less, European diplomats have
voiced concern over the willing
ness of individual states to supply
the new EU organs with highly sen
sitive intelligence data. The EU has
yet to establish a satisfactory mech
anism for sharing intelligence at the

policy,

security policy

out

nor

repre

and security

foreign

on

Committee

increased their

to move

attempts

over

where all action

must wait

for

a

high-level intergovernmental
decision and must never go beyond
the scope of its

language.7

Thus,
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the conservative nature of

by

intelligence agencies coupled
the bureaucratic lethargy of the

with

will also

act to

any

single

be

always

tion available than

reason

Driving Intelligence
Cooperation
Factors

for

fashion that it did

limited

same

early

in the

1990s, there is little hope for a
nearterm European CIP. But the

political

momentum

from the most

may be able to
these obstacles. Factors

recent summits
overcome

such

as

the international

security

environment, domestic budgetary
and

problems,

technological
likely to act as
of intelligence

opments

devel

drivers

The

The pro
liferation of advanced conventional

typical today.

are

weapons and weapons of

on

national

Europes

intelligence
and

eastern

ity; intelligence could play
ment, there

deal with contemporary interna
tional issues, along with budget
that affect

European intelli

The revolution in open

commercial

technologies, and the
privatization of intelligence will
encourage intelligence collabora
tion to grow

sive

monitoring of
many of

can meet

gence

open

sources

intelli

states

a

For

security-

conscious national governments,

76

intelligence tools
keep pace with the
age and to successfully

current

requirements.

methods.

In order

beyond

levels.~5 Proponents of the OSINT
revolution argue that comprehen

reluctance

cooperate.73

source

intelligence (OSINT) information,

to

to

intelligence

cooperation.

required

states

would

divulge

be

not

sources

and

the

develop

threats,

Euro

intelligence agencies
increasingly will have to combine
pean

resources.

for the

a

vital

fragmented environ
is simply more

Results

cheapest

In

addition, developments

mercial off-the-shelf

in

com

technology

likely to drive down the
intelligence-related technol
ogies. For example, developments

(COTS)
costs

are

of

And

as

defense

increases,

and evaluated than

can

be handled

the

at

in commercial Earth Observation

satellites, such
IKONOS

cooperation

so must

intelligence

cooperation. If European leaders
serious about

autonomous

then

developing

defense

an

capability,

increasing intelligence capabil

support troop deployments
should follow. Imagine the outcry
there would be if soldiers of one
ities to

as

Space Imagings

spacecraft,

one-meter

which is capa

resolution

imagery, may someday enable the
private sector to challenge the Intel
ligence Communitys dominance of
overhead imagery. Moreover, the
growing number of commercial
imagery providers and improve
ments in image quality may
eventually make this imagery
usable for

intelligence.77

EU country became casualties

because information available
another EU

to

countrys intelligence

Creating databases for rapid elec
tronic dissemination of information

had not been disseminated. ~ Dur

may aid member states in

ing the Helsinki summit,

intelligence cooperation.

force of 50,000

collected, analyzed

be obtained

only

ble of

agreed

be

can

costs

European level.

available

90

drive such

individual

classified and unclassified material
to

help

make this force effective

gence services will put more
pressure on them to overcome their

are

southern regions are plagued by
ethnic conflict and political instabil
role. In this

obstacles. Increased desire among
politicians for better intelligence to

mass

destruction, terrorism, drug traffick
ing, organized crime, and economic
competition, all place difficult
services.

analy

since the end of

the Cold War may help foster the
political will to overcome these

cuts

to

an

requiring immediate collection and

demands

requirements

deal with the above

War security envi
important factor that
will continue to favor increased,
rather than decreased, intelligence
cooperation. Multiple diffuse threats

analysis

sis

will

traditional

a

information and

information

post-Cold

ronment is

can

intelligence cooperation
long before the end of

necessary to

cooperation.

country

a

the Cold War.72 The increase in

to

are

informa

more

that existed

intelligence
European intelligence coopera

require intelligence cooperation far
beyond current levels. European
desire

There will

collect alone; this is

tion continues in the

bilateral

Europe.71

EU

slow European

intelligence cooperation.

If

or

agency

agreement in Western

to create a

2003. To be

EU leaders

multinational

60,000 troops by
effective, this force will
to

architecture would allow
ers to

make

pursuing
pull

This

produc

intelligence

information available

to a

database
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from which

users

could draw.

78

agencies could desig
intelligence reports for release

Individual
nate

network shared

Europe-wide to a
by all members. Such an intranet
system is currently under develop
ment by NATO, and could be
replicated across Europe.79

where existing national
appear unsustainable.82

approaches

less,

unlikely

be

European

a

complex

updated

as new

continuously

information is

received, rather than updated

periodic
Such

a

calendar-driven

or

cycle.80

system would allow equal

access to

information

by European

countries, enhancing analysts

ity

collaborateeven

to

occasion with end

would

on a

help

abil

on

users. 81

This

break down institu

of small imagery satellites

as

the

mili~ary

purchase

of

use,

cooperation

develop through existing

tems to

structures

also

gence collection will remain the
prerogative of national agencies,

begin

multinational

their C41

declaration envisions

summit

tinational

planning

staff

are

If

to

a

mul

collect

assess

willing

to

information

provide

to

this

classified

body,

as

well

as

Shape of a Common
European Inteffigence Policy

cant

Despite the perceived need for

Multinational

increased

also play an important role in
exploiting open source intelli
gence. These analysis centers could

contribution

cooperation

in

to

forces may

multinational

a

will need

capabilities.

to

improve

There is

already concern over a growing
interoperability gap in information
systems between US and European

Nevertheles~, many Euro
pean countries will be reluctant to
develop C41 capabilities that are

forces.

with JS and NATO

systems because they do not
believe that the United States will
withhold

assets

led

The contribution of US

CJTF.

from

assets

a

and

European-

personnel

coopera
are

unlikely

control of their

relinquish
intelligence agencies. For
eign policy differences and security
to

national

and national sovereignty

concerns

will

may

fuse open source information with
other intelligence information pro
vided by national agencies,
via electronic networks

probably prevent a strong
supranational intelligence body

possibly

from

availability

emerging.

centers

using

Internet

technology.

With the

of this information

growing due to the information rev
olution, OSINT is likely to play a
larger role in a future European

increased demand

intelligence policy.

ably

placed on
intelligence agencies prob

will force them

to

pool

Intelligence integration
will happen when and if it offers
functional advantages to the nations
involved. especially in a situation
resources.

.

.

capabilities sh~uld occur at the
NATO level and emphasize interop
erability with the US.
and

Tactical

intelligence cooperation
European military forces is
also likely to improve. European
countries have a history of sharing
operational and tactical military
intelligence through NATO. In Bos
nia, European military units have
shared intelligenc~ provided by
organic

IMINT will also continue to

important

role in

a

play

an

future Euro

intelligence policy. IMINT
technology is becoming increas
ingly available commercially and

serve as a

model for future operations. As a
result, development of C41 systems

between

Nevertheless, greater cooperation in
the future is a virtual certainty. The
national

to

the Australian-led i~nultinational
force in East Timor could

analysis

C41 sys

As EU members

assemble

to

intelligence

European

intelligence analysis.

military

to

incompatible

European governments

developing

in

improve.

force, they

analysis centers may
be established to jointly analyze the
intelligence collected and its impli
cations. For example, the Helsinki

the necessary manpower and
resources, it could make a signifi

intelligence

well

disseminate tactical

intelligence

in the WEU and EU. While intelli

ments.

tion, political leaders

as

one-meter reso

lution commercial imagery.

Cooperation
may also

cooperation by facilitating

The Future

curement

varying memberships. 83

information and make

exchanges
national intelligence agencies.

lower prices. A future European
intelligence policy may include pro
for civilian and

highly formalized;

tional barriers and improve
between different

to

instead, different SIGINT, HUMINT,
or IMINT clubs
may develop with

Greater

Databases could be

or

CIP is

Neverthe

assets

European
have

pean

at

such

as

Unmanned

Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). In

addition,

countries and the US

provided

National Intelli

gence Centers (NICs) to NATO
headquarters to channel intelli
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gence from national

strategic assets
to NATO forces. Many of these
areas of cooperation could be
duplicated at the European level.
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closer cooperation
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